Math Placement Exam

Mathematics is the language of physics, and all physics courses required for majors are calculus-based. It is therefore imperative that physics majors take Calculus I (MATH 1451) as soon as possible. There are several ways to place into Calculus I:

- an SAT math score of at least 660
- an ACT math score of at least 29
- a Code 7 on the Math Placement Exam (MPE)
- a score of at least 3 on the AP AB Calculus exam and a Code 5 on the MPE
- a grade of C or better in Analytical Geometry (MATH 1350)*
- a grade of C or better in Precalculus (MATH 1550)*
- a grade of B or better in Trigonometry (MATH 1321)*
- a grade of C or better in Trigonometry (MATH 1321)* and a Code 5 on the MPE

*Coursework must be transferred from an accredited college or university. Grades from high school mathematics courses are irrelevant.

How to take the TTU Math Placement Exam:

- [https://www.depts.ttu.edu/math/undergraduate/resources/placement/](https://www.depts.ttu.edu/math/undergraduate/resources/placement/)
- administered online any time and on campus according to an exam schedule
- it may be taken at most twice online